Knowledge discovery is the data mining task. Number of classification algorithms is present for knowledge discovery task in data mining. Each algorithm is differentiating with another based on their performance. No free lunch theorem [1] states that there no single prediction of algorithm is not possible for all kind of datasets. This implies that performance value of algorithm changes according to dataset characteristics. Non-expert can't understand which will be best classifier for his/her dataset. Meta-learning is one machine learning technique which supports non-expert users for selecting classifier. In meta learning dataset characteristics well know as meta-features. Based on these meta-features the prediction of well suitable classifier is done. In this paper, in the first experiment, the prediction classifier is done by landmarking meta-features with k-NN approach. In the second experiment in addition to first experiment Win/ draw/ loss of corresponding classifiers is calculated using recommendation method and based on that the best classifier is recommended. Here the simple linear regression value of classifiers is taken into consideration. In both the experiments performance measure is the accuracy of classifier.
INTRODUCTION
Selecting best classifier on wide verity of situation it is challenging task. In addition there are large number of classifiers are present for data mining task. The no free lunch theorem [1] states that, no single classifier which work best on all available dataset. Studies show that the performances of classifiers are always depends on the characteristics of the dataset or in other term this characteristics of datasets play distinguish role while selecting classifier. Such characteristic is well known as features of the dataset. Meta-Learning is one machine learning technique which predicts the best classifier for given dataset. Meta-learning deals with meta-data of given dataset. Meta-data is data about data; the size of Meta-data is always less than the size of whole dataset. So, to processing meta-data is the time saving process compared to processing whole data set. The meta-learning technique extracts the meta-features from this meta-data. The prediction of the classifier depends on the meta-features. These features are used to train the meta-learning model. After word this trained model is applied on the meta-features of new dataset. The generated result is prediction of one or more classifier based on performance value. In last two decades different approaches present in meta-learning. The major focus of researchers has been on identifying what kinds of metafeatures are suitable for characterizing a dataset. Landmarking [2] exploits the performance of very simple algorithms from different classes of learners and uses the accuracy as optimization criteria. Another approach of landmarking consists of using the performance of classifier on small samples of dataset to characterize the problem. The proposed work mainly focuses on landmarking meta-features that are extracted from the UCI repository dataset. The target classifier evaluated based on preprocessing and crossvalidation of the classifier [3] . Meta-feature with their generated accuracy of classifier creates knowledge base. The regression technique is used to predicate the accuracy of classifier. This is training phase. In testing phase the landmarking techniques extract meta-features from the new data set and predicated model give the predictive accuracy of classifier. The main aim is to improve the accuracy of recommendation of classifier.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows; Section II contains the related work in algorithm selection problem. Section III is explains the basic terminology of techniques which will use in proposed work. Section IV explains the architectural work. Section V describes the experimental work and result analysis. Finally Section VI concludes the paper with future scope.
RELATED WORK
The selection of a meta-learning classifier directly depends on the problem and the task to be solved. Commonly, conventional classification algorithms are very favorable in meta-learning algorithm selection and can integrate metadecision trees, SVM (Support vector machines), neural networks or any other classification algorithm, with the kNearest Neighbors existence another popular alternative [3] . Applying regression algorithm is less remarkable, even smaller is the number of feasible algorithms to learn rankings.
According to [3] , meta-knowledge is derived in the course of conducting a learning system. A very conventional configuration of meta-knowledge is the performance of algorithms in absolute problem areas, which is to be chained with characteristics of the activity. Many possibilities for characterizing a problem domain exist. The most straightforward form of meta-knowledge extracted from the data involves statistical or informationtheoretic features. For classification problems, [3] mention the number of classes and features, ratio of examples to features, degree of correlation between features and target concept and average class entropy. Rather than individual instance are labeled, in [4] define properties of dataset that specific to multi-instance setting in addition to that it extends concept of landmarkers to the multi-instance setting. In [5] two experiments are conducted, in 1 st experiment characteristics of small sample of dataset is taken into consideration and try to predict the classifier performance best on the entire stream.
2
nd experiment builds on meta-classifier that predicted based on measurable data characters.
The [6] intend measures for the difficulty of a classification problem that can be used as an input for meta-learning. They involve class variation, indicating the probability that, by means of a distance measure, any two neighboring data records have different class value and example cohesiveness, measuring the cohesion of the example separation in the training dataset. Optionally to looking at the dataset only, information of individual algorithms and how they solved the problem can be accounted, for example their predicted confidence interval. This can be obtained by using model that is fast to build and train and determining its properties. Another approach is landmarking as proposed in [7] , using the performance of simple algorithms to clarify a problem and associated this information with the performance of more advanced learning algorithms. A list of landmarking algorithms can be determined in [8] . Landmarking algorithms can also be run on only a small sample of the data available, reducing the training time required.
Empirical evaluation of different categories of meta-features in the context of their suitability for predicting classification accuracies of a number of standard classifiers can be found in [9] . The authors distinguish 5 such categories of features i.e. simple, statistical, information-theoretic, landmarking and model-based, which corresponds to the general categorization evident from the literature. New approach DecT [10] for dataset characterization in meta-learning is proposed. The DecT is compared with DCT and landmarking both, but results are not better than DecT.
Research in the area of meta-learning is continuing in several directions. One area is the identification of meta-features. The vast majority of publications investigates extracting features from the dataset, mostly in the form of statistical or information theoretic measures. Landmarking is a different approach using simple base learning algorithms and their performance to describe the dataset at hand [11] . However, [3] argue that characteristics of learning algorithms and gaining a better understanding of their behavior would be a valuable research avenue with very few publications, for example [12] , that exist in this area to date.
BASIC TERMINOLOGY 3.1 Landmarking Meta-feature
The Landamrking meta-features are extracted using C5.0 algorithm explained in [2] . C5.0 is decision tree classifier. Based on the information gain value the node of the tree is taken as the feature. The accurate meta-feature extraction is done using RapiMiner Tool [13] .
Randomly Choose Node Learner
This result is based on randomly choose attribute. This node is used to test split the training set and classifies given examples.
Decision Node Learner or Best Node Learner
Based on information gain ratio, it shows how informative is an attribute with respect to classification task using its entropy. It chooses attribute which have highest information gain.
Average Node Learner
Calculates the average accuracy of single node decision tree where each node relates to one value.
One Nearest Node Learner
This landmark learner classifies how near the test point that belongs to same class.
Worst Node Learner
In this the information gain criteria uses the attribute which represents lowest selected value.
Naïve Bayes Learner
Training set uses bayes theorem to classify test cases.
Neighbor Recognition
The neighbor recognition is done by using K-NN approach [14] . In this approach the distance of new dataset with respect to old dataset is calculate. The k value indicates the how much nearest dataset is considered. In this paper the k=3 is taken, that indicate three nearest dataset are considered among 38 dataset.
Manhattan Distance
The distance between two points in a grid based on a strictly horizontal and vertical path (that is, along the grid lines), as opposed to the diagonal distance. The manhattans distance [15] is the simple sum of the horizontal and vertical components.
Where , d is distance, x=meta-features, i for new dataset and j for old dataset.
SYSTEM OUTLINE
The main architecture diagram for proposed system is as depicted in Figure 1 . This system is for predict the best classifier for given data set. For such prediction, initial the system uses 38 dataset from standard UCI repository [16] known as training dataset. The landmarking meta-features extracted from the meta-data of these dataset. Also the Naive Bayes [17] , IBK [18] , J48 [19] , AdaBoost , LogitBoost [20] , PART [21] , RandomForest [22] , Bagging [23] and SMO [24] , classifier are apply on given dataset and accuracy of each classifier is calculated. This is knowledge base of system. These generated results are stored in backend database. This storage table contains the column namely dataset name, metafeatures value and accuracy of each classifier. Also the best classifier for the each dataset is highlighted. After that Regression value [25] is calculated by applying simple linear regression formula i.e y=a+bx. A is sum of all meta-features, b is the variable which change in proportion with the accuracy of classifier. X is the accuracy of each classifier. The generated result and previous knowledge is input to the prediction model. 
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Prediction Model
This prediction model implement for classifier prediction. This prediction is done by experiments. Two different experiment is conducted this are the combination of one or two algorithm or method. The details are explained in following.
Experiment-1
This technique is based on trial and error approach. Where, the neighbor selection [17] algorithm is used with traditional distance formula. The distance of new dataset from the old dataset is calculated by, distance = ∑(new meta-feature)-∑(old meta-feature). The generated distance is +ve distance or -ve distance. The lowest distance is considered to be nearest dataset.
Experiment-2
The Neighbor selection and recommendation [14] these algorithms are used in prediction model. The distance of new meta-features is calculated with respect to knowledge base. For that purpose manhattans distance formula is used in neighbor recognition. After this the nearest dataset is found out. Three classifiers of respective nearest dataset are found out by highest regression value. The receptive classifiers win, draw and loss is calculated [14] and in accuracy prediction model the win classifier is recommended as best classifier.
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYSIS
For performance checking same 38 training dataset from UCI repository [16] is taken as test dataset. The experiment-1 and experiment-2 predicted classifier for this dataset. By finding out accuracy of predicted classifier for respective dataset the generated graph is given in figure 2 . This graph clearly gives the idea of the experiment-2 which gives the better recommendation of classifier compared to experiment-1. The experiment-2 recommended classifier is same as it in knowledge base. The interesting fact is for many cases it having same accuracy or small difference of accuracy but, for toplayornottoplay dataset it gives large variation of accuracy value.
To find out how many times a particular classifier is recommended. For that purpose the count of each classifier is taken into consideration. 
Experiment-2
The generated result graph is shown in figure 3 . By observation it is find out RndomForest and LogitBoost are never recommended by experiment-1. Also the PART classifier count is 28. This implies that experiment-1 recommended PART for 28 datasets. This have a two main reason, 1st one the PART classifiers dataset is have smallest +ve distance and 2nd is respective dataset of PART classifier is at largest -ve distance. The sign are not change in experiment-1. These values are taken as it is.
The dataset tae, primarytumor, autos, arrhythmia and mushroom is used for testing, this are different dataset than training dataset. Using experiment-1 and experiment-2 classifier is predicted for this dataset. The accuracy of predicted classifier is mentioned in form of graph shown in figure 4 . The difference of accuracy of experiment-1 and experiment-2 is given in figure 4 . By observing it found out experiment-2 gives better recommendation than experiment-1. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURESCOPE
The experiment-2 is depending on adaptive learning approach and the Experiment-1 depends on trial and error approach. The experiment-2 gives the better recommendation of classifier compared to experiment-1. The recommendation in experiment-2 is depend on regression value as well as accuracy of classifier. Also in few cases the experiment-1 also gives equal performance to experiment-2. The landmarking meta-features approach gives better prediction compared to other approach.
In future instead of recommending single classifier the more than one classifier or ranking of classifier is possible. The training time increase with respect to size of dataset. Also some classifier takes more time while training dataset. This can be reduced by taking small dataset and limited classifier. The performance of landmarking meta-features can be compared with other meta-feature.
